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where jY = inf{k 3 1: Xk E dA) is the first hitting time of AC. As usual, inf B = 
general the measure tidefined by (1) need not be a probability measur 
to make fullest use of probabilistic techniques we shsll impose assumptions below 
that !=nsure that ZJ is a probability. 
If the exit behavior of the process is known, corn 
straightforward. Ray and Mar o, on the other hand, 
inverse problem: given a probability measure v on &%, 
probability measures p on A that satisfy (1). If A is fin 
each i E A, then M(v) is a compact, convex set of prob~bilit 
goal becomes identification of the set Me(v) of extreme 
element of M(v) be known, the problem can be sim 
culations to a system of linear inequalities; cf. 171 
iechniques are developed that are applied to one-dimensional r 
fail w yield an explicit solution to the problem. l[n Sect 
solutjon obtained by elementary methods. 
The approach in [*I) and [8] telies on linear a!g&ta and obscures p 
and potential theoretic aspects of the problem. Indeed, as our title su 
inverse problem can be formulated strictly as 3 problem in 
describe the set of all measures with a prescribed balaya 
analogous pr Dblem for Brownian motion is particularly natural and is discussed in 
[2]. Section 3 of this paper treats potential theoretic aspects of the inv 
for Markov chains, with emphasis on the concept of maximal me 
present in Section 4 several examples that clarify limitations of the results derive 
in Section 3 and which demonstrate, in particular, that the results of Section 2 
depend heavily on both the nearest-neighbor transitions and one-d 
the process. In Section 4 we also show how the domination prineipl 
theory can be exploited when X and dA have nice properties. 
The results presented here are applicabl without m~di~cati~n fa csnt 
time Markov processes and semi-Markav procc:~ses with countable stab 
considering only the embedded Markov chain. 
2. One-dimensioroal birth arvd dmth 
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trictly increasing provided there exist no i 
= 1 or P(i, i + 1) = 1 and f can be computed explicitly in 
., it is well-known that 
at G belongs to M(v) if and only if 
~x~~~rn~ paints of M(u) for the case at hand. 
simal birth and death process with 
if md onEy if 
- 1). (3) 
jsb-1. 
) is immediate ffrom (2) and the monotonicity of f, while 
the di xussian below 
M(v) mince (ei,,, f)- f(i&= v(b), and it is then obvious 
(u) and supp lu. = (b’, j) with i <j, i.e., p has the form 
farcin 
then widently EA, =wqr,/ + (I - CY )/A But p i 
satisfjes (2) by linearity since (-c and vi,/ do. 
a and 
Observe that extrame paints at! M(v) ar 
determined by their supparts; this *’ 
2 to bs valid in general, 
3” Patential thwretlc snslysiar of the invmw prablm 
In Section 2 we used elementary methods ta identify 
special case. The problem in general 
Section is to use potential theory to 
and A&( v). 
We begin with the following standard efinitions; the Markov chain X and th 
set A are fixed, E = A U t3A, and all states in &4 are absorbin . A% hefame, P 
denotes the transition matrix of X. Let be the set of all finite izarmortic functions 
for X, namely those functions II : E =+ R such that 
h(+= P/l(i)= C C’(i, j)h(j) 
jfz.E 
for all i E E (which we hereafter abbreviate as h = Ph ). Similarly, kt 
of finite excessive (superharmonic) functions for X: f is excessive if f Z- 4) and % 
By U we denote the potentid matrix of X, given by 
where P” is the identity matrix. The Riesz n Theoreln IS] asserts that 
each f E 9 can be expressed as f = Ug -t h and g is nonnegative 
vanishes on 8A, Standard references on potential theory are [ 1) and 141 and on 
pr&ahilistic potential theory IS], with 131 containing an extensive treatment of the 
discrete time case; to these the reader is referred for further detail!,. 
For the rest cf this Section, we fix the process X, the set A 
measure 18 on iL4, Our first result characterizes kments of M (P 
rrnd th;tt (y, It)- Lp(i)h(i) is the 
(I*) nnd 12 E W, then since h(X) is a 
infer from the optional sampling theorem 
e condition of Proposition 1 is essential. If E is the integer lattice 
nd A = E --+A, and if X is the symmetric, 
eneous random walk on with dA absorbing then qovI) and E (!,,- l) belong to 
the same M(u) even though there are harmonic (indeed, linear) functions h such 
that (eyrsml,q h) (qo.- lb h). To eliminate such difficulties, for the remainder of our 
discussion we impose the following (somewhat stronger) restrictions. 
.9s;sumprions. A is finite and transient. 
ext. motivated by work of Rest 19. lO], WC introduce a partial ordering on 
M(u): p 23 fi if and only if 
for all %E L.K By the Riessl Decomposition Theorem, p a p if and only if 
for all j E A. Invertibility of the potential matrix U restricted to A ensures that 
l * 3 ** is antisymmetric and is indeed a partial ordering. Intuitively, p -3 ~1 means that 
p is the distribution of X at an earlier time than is ~1; specifically [9], if p 2 I_C then 
there exists a (possibly randomized) stoppin time: S such that 
for all B. An element p of M(v) is maxima/ if it is a maximal element for the partial 
: there exists no p Z p such that p 2 p. 
o each p E M(u) there exists at least one 
;,L rless of A allows a direct proof, while 
analogous arguments coupled Gth Zorn’s Yemma yield a proof valid in a setting 
much more general than that of this paper. However, the proof below not only is 
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valid in a more general setting but also demonstrates the role of maximal measures 
as measures as far “upstream” in the process as the constraint of belon ’ to M(v) 
permits. For an analogous treatment of measures maximally “downstream” in 
certain sets of measures the reader is referred to [5, ‘Chapter XI]. 
Proposition 2. To each p E M(v) there exists a maximal meastlre p (v) such that 
p 3”. 
Proof, With p fixed, let V = {A p), which is nonempty since p 
compact since it is a closed subset of a compact set, onsequently th 
such that 
E,,[T] = tn =sup{EA[T): A E V), 
If h a~, then by a Theorem of Rost [S] there is a ran 
that a( * )= PA{X(S)cz * ). But since T is a terminal ti 
follows by the strong Markov property that 
wrrich implies that h = p and hence that p is maximal, 
theorem relates maximal measures and extreme points of 
and characterizes the extreme pc*ints as those elements of M(P) whose support 
contains the support of no other element af /V(V). 
Proof. Suppose that c.c = supp e. If there exists q A@f(u) wet3 that 
r)(B)= 1, then by finiteness of k3 there exists (in the manner of the proof of 
Theorem 1) cy > 0 such that 
A = (1 -iY)-+‘(@ -a7,) 
is nonnegative and hence belongs to A&J). Since this i~npli~s t 
is therefore not an extreme Ipoint, we have shown that ( 
implies (a) is abvious. 
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contains the function f given by 
4 pi{ 
arksv property and aiso satisfies q(B) = 1, 
point, then TJ = p by the first part ot’ the 
“heorem 2 is that maximal measures generate 
(u) ES first-entry distributions of supports of the latter. If 
(v) under the partial ordering as an oriented convex structure with a 
the downward direction represents “flow” out of A, that 
top consists of maximal measures. In the context of Section 2 the top is actually a 
point. 
Chtdh~. If X is ~1 one-dimensionai birth an‘? death proc*es.s NS irt Sctiort 3, theti 
th ists a unique maximal meimre. 
Pmof. If, in th notation of Theorem it, is r, take p = P,,,; otherwise take 
p = qr.i + 1, where i b -s 1, the nearest neighbor 
sitisns (i.e., “continuity”) of the prazess ensure that PP(Dlr,il 
ce by Theorem 2 that 
a BP-supermartin ale, another application of the optional 
!-Jence p 3 q., for all i and j and therefore p 2 g for aI1 CA, E M(V). 
:? below in Section 4 demonstrate that there may exist many 
easures (in which case the top of M(V) is not a point) and that the set of 
maximal measures may or may no be convex (in the latter case the top is not 
“flat”). However, we do have the following result. 
. If p is maximal bu! not extreme, then p <aft be expressed only as a 
convex combination of maximal mu_wueC. 
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Proof. If p = apl + (1 - cuSp2, then 
pU=cupJ.J+(l-a)~~U 
Qp’JJ+(l-(I!)iW 
-[cup’l+(l-cu)&]U, 
where @i 3 pi is maximal for i = l,2 and exists by Proposition 2. Since p is maximal 
we must have p = a61 + (1 -a!)& and thus pi = $1, p2 = &. 
The next result provides a “geometric” characterization f maximal measures in 
terms of their supports and is analogous to the characterization f extreme points 
given in Theorem 2. Given a subset B of A we define the irttsriQt of B 8% 
int B = {i: Pi{Te c CO} = I}, 
where TB = inf{k 2 1: Xk E B} is the first hitting time of B. This term, while sugges- 
tive, should not be taken in a strict topological sense; one should interpret B as 
surrclunding int B, with the latter consisting of states (not necessarily in B) from 
which? the process must flow throl:gh B (at a strictly positive time) in order to reach 
the bound;.ry. 
In this setting, maximal measures are characterized by having supports that have 
empty interior. 
Proposition 4. For each p E M ( u ) the followirtg are equioaleszt : 
(a) p is maximal; 
(b) int B = 0, where.B = supp p. 
Proof. We shall prove by contraposition that (a) impliles (b). If there exists 
i E int B, then let 
,c(*)=P’{X(T& s} 
and choose 04 > 0 sufficiently small that ~1, - cqi B 0, wnrch is possible by finiteness of 
A. If p = CYE~ + p - cr& then the optional sampling theorem implies that for 12 E St, 
(p, h)=cuh(i)+(l_o h)-a(& h) 
= (p, h)+a[h(i)-(p, h)] = (cc. 12) 
and also that for f c 9, 
These computatiuns prove, respectively, that p E 
p(i), p is not maximal. 
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Conversely, let p satisfy (b) and suppose p 2 p. Since f(i) = Pi{& < 03) detines 
an element of 
which can, by (b), hold only if p(B) = 1. If p P p, we can choose cy > 0 such that if 
A = (I - ~r)‘-‘(~ - atpx then C = supp A is strict/y contained in B. By construction 
checked that /J 1 implies p aA. Since g(i)= P’{& < 00) 
= C p(i)+ 1 F(i)Pi(Dc coo). 
i+zC #ES-C 
But B - C is nonempty by construction, so for i E B - ‘T we must have 
1 =Pi{Dc-)~P’{TB<~}, 
which shows that i E int 63, in violation of (b). Therefore cc = p and F is maximal. 
Proposition 4 and Theorem 2 can be combined to characterize maximal extreme 
points in terms of their supports. Some: applications of Proposition 4 are given in 
the examples that follow. 
4. The inverse problem in special cases 
We treat here a few special cases of the inverse problem that illustrate the theory 
developed above and also illuminate its limitations. 
le 1. The process X has state space E - (1,2,3, cl, b} and transition matrix 
P given by 
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Take A = {1,2,3}, aA = {a, 15) and v(a)= u(b)= ). Then M(V) contains every 
probability on A, so that Me(v) = {Q, e2, ~3). Furthermore, any 
p 4 (F (1), ,U (2), p (3)) is dominated by a unique maximal r 2asiure 
p = (p(1)+2a, d2)“a, p(3)-a), 
where a! = min{&2), p(3)); therefore p is maximal if and only if (Y = 0. Since, for 
example, 4(&z+ ES) is not maximal even though 82 and ~3 are, the set of maximal 
measures is not convex in this case. These results can also be obtained using 
Proposition 4, which for this example states that p is maximal if and only if 
supp P c {1,2) or supp P c U, 31. 
A geometric interpretation renders many properties transparent: take M(v) as 
an equilateral triangle with vertices ~1 at the top and ~2, ~3 as the e&jdpoints of the 
horizontal side. The downward vertical direction represents the flow of the process 
and the set of maximal measures is the two upper sides of the triangle; these 
measures are clearly not accessible by stopping from other measures in M(v). 
Observe, finally, that M(v) = fl for any probability measure v on dA other than 
u = ($, 3). 
Example 2. This example shows, among other things, the existence of extreme 
points of M(V) that are not maximal measures. Let E = { 1,2,3,4, a, b), A = 
{1,2,3,4}, dA = {a, b} and let P be of the following form: 
0 P(l, 2) P(l, 3) P(1,4) 0 0 
(2, 1) 0 P(2, 3) P(2,4) 0 0 
(3, 1) P(3, 2) 0 
P= 
P(3,4) P(3, a) 0 
(4, 1) PC49 2) P(4,3) 0 0 P(4,b) ’ 
0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 _ 
with kinspecified entries all assumed to be positive, so that A constitutes a com- 
municating class of states. A straightforward calculation indicates that 
i.e., that cl and ~2 have the same balayage, if and only if 
P(l, 3)/P(l, 4)= P(Z, 3)/P(2,4). (6) 
When (6) holds, there exist measures I/ such that M,(V) contains two distinct point 
masses (which cannot happen, e.g., for random walks) even though A is a com- 
municating class. 
For any measure v on aA, whether (6) holds or not. {3,4} supports a unique 
element of M(V)&.. as we demonstrate in Theorem 3 be1 is necessarily 
extreme. Hence if Y( l ) = P’{X(T)E . }, then p( a ) = P {X is an extreme 
point but not a maximal measure. 
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If (6) holds, then MM= ki, ~2, fi), where @( n ) = P’{X(D~3,4))~ 0) = 
P2(X(&.& l ) and by Proposition 4, p E M(v) is maximal if and only if supp p c 
D,2). 
xjannple 3. In Example 2 it was shown that not every extreme point of M(U) need 
be a maximal measure (this is also shown, incidentally, by the birth and death 
processes of Section 2: there each vi-j is-at least provided that Q, E M(v)-- 
extreme but not maximal); here we show that the reverse inclusion can fail in the 
worst way. Let A ==(l,. . . ,k} and aA ={b*,. . . , bk} with 
P(i, j) = P(i, bj) = 1 
for i, j s k and with states in aA absorbing as usual. For v the uniform distribution 
on aA, every measure on A belongs to M(v), so that M&)=(&I,. . . , ok}, and 
@vary element of M(v) is maximal. Probabilistically this is obvious: P”{ T = 1) = 4 
for every measure /lo on A, so no measure can lead to another in the manner 
of Rost. Easy calculations based on the fact that U = I + l/k affirm this 
reasoning. 
By imposing additional structure on the process X aad the set A it is possible to 
glean further information concerning Me(v). The following represents one effort 
along these lines. 
Definition 1. Let A 1 consist of those states i E A such that P(i, b)> 0 for some 
b F a ’ We say that A has an A I-restricted boundmy for X provided that for each 
i E A. there exist C c A l and B c aA such that 
(a) iEC; 
(b) # 3 = # C, where #: denotes cardinality; 
(c) If bEB, jEAr and P(j,b)>O, thenjEC; 
(d) The restriction of P to C )P; B is nonsingular. 
Thr: definition requires that the boundary of A not be too small and that there 
exist different balayages of point masses in A 1. Thus the definition is not satisfied 
in Example:; 1 and 3 above, but is satisfied in Examplt: 2, where Al = {3,4) and the 
choices i = 3, C = {3}, B = {a) and i = 4, C = (41, B = (b) fulfill the conditions. If X it> 
a two-dimensional symmetric random walk and A corrsists of the lattice points in a 
convex subset of ‘, the definition is satisfied: each i E A 1 is either the only state in 
A 1 leading directly to some b E 8A or else lies on a line segment of poims in A 1 on 
which successive pairs of points lead to states in aA. In the latter case C and B can 
be chosen so that P[ CxB is bi-diagonal with all entries equal to $ so the requirement0 
of the definition are met. 
Examples 1 and 3 further serve to indicate that the nonsingularity part of ihc 
definition is essential to validity of the following result, since each satisfies (only) 
parts (a), (b) and (c) but not the conclusion of the theorem. 
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Theorem 3. Suppose that A has an Al-restricted boundary for X and that M(u)# 
0. Then there exists a unique measure $ E M(v) such that G (A 1) = 1. Further- 
more, p - =-F for euery other p E M(v), so that F is rhe unique minimal measure in 
Move* 
Proof. For q, p E M(V) the Markov property implies th.at for fixed Q E dA, 
1 W(i)P(i, b)= 1 pU(i)P(i, b). 
Choose io E Al, C and B as in the definition. For b E B the summations in (7) are 
over CT so it follows from invertibility of P restricted to C x B that 
rlU(i0) = dJ(i0). 
If v(A1) = 1, JLU dominates $2 on the support of q and by the domination 
principle for excessive measures (an easy modification of the domination principle 
for excessive functions as given, e.g., in [S]) J&U 3 VU everywhere, so p 2 q by (5). 
But M(v) # j& so there must exist an element p of M(v) with c(A 1) = 1. The 
precec’ing argument shows that p 2, ,G for any other p E M(v) and that if A (A 1) = 1, 
then A U = fiU, which implies that A = c and establishes uniqueness. 
The minimal measure of Theorem 3 is by uniqueness an extreme point of M(v); 
here the geometric interpretation gives M(v) a point at the bottom. Intuitively, if A 
has an Al-restricted boundary for X, then the measure v can be uniquely “pulled 
back one step” to become the meLisure 6 of the theorem. Further pullbacks may 
be possible but are not unique in general. In Example 2, for instance, the pullback 
to A1 is unique but if we denote by AZ the set of states from,which the boundary 
can be reached in two steps but not in one (i.e., { 1,2}), then a pullback from A 1 to 
AZ is unique if and only if the matrix 
[ 
P(I, 3) P(I, 4) 
P(293) P(2,4) 1 
is nonsingular, that is, if and only if (6) fails. Hence in that example, M(v) 
contains either all measures on { 1) 2) or a unique measure with support (1.2). 
Finally, we consider existence of a unique maximal measure, which is shown so 
far only for one-dimensional birth and death processes, although (Jpther xamples 
can rather easily be constructed, The property is of interest because when satisfied 
it permits the following probabilistic versions of Proposition 1 and Thc:orem 2. 
Theorem 4. Suppose that M(V) contains a unique maxima! measure p- Then for 
each measure p on A the following are equivalent; 
(a) I-C EM(V); 
(b) There exists n (randomized) stopping time 
&k(*)=P”(XsE -1. 
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ivoreuver, for each p E M(v) the following are equit(aler~ t, where B = supp r_c : 
(d lu E w”(vh 
(d) @(=)=P”{X(D& 0). 
Proof. That (b) impiies (a) follows from the strong Markov property while the 
converse implication is a consequence of Proposition 2 and the Theorem of Rost 
[S]. Theorem and assumed uniqueness of p mean that (c) implies (d); hence it 
remains only to prove that (d) implies (c). 
To this end, suppose that p = aup 1 + (1 - cu)pr and note that this requires JL 1 (B) = 
~#3) = 1. By the first part of the Theorem for i = 1,2 there exists a stopping time 
Ri such that pi( += P”(X(R,)E 9). The definition of p requires that P”{Ri ~DB}= 
1 for i = 1.2, but we also have that 
aEP[T]-- (aEPIR:]+(l --a’)EP[R2]) 
=a,(EP[T]-EPIR,])+(l-a))(EP[T]-EP[R2]) 
which forces P’(De = RI = Z?J = 1; thus p 1 = gz = p and p is extreme. 
While we have not derived a useful necessary and sufficient condition for exis- 
tence of a unique maximal measure, it is tempting in light of the corollary to 
Theorem 2 to conjecture that a unique maximal measure exists for higher-dimen- 
sional processes with nearest neighbor transitions, at least for nice sets A and when 
M(v) contains a point mass. If X is a symmetric random walk, then a point mass is 
maximal by Proposition 4 and clearly M(v) cannot contain two point masses 
(otherwise Proposition 1 would be violated); such a point mass is then a candidate 
for a unique maximal measure. Unfortunately the conjecture is false even for 
two-dimensional random walks and fails in a manner that suggests that a unique 
maximal measure may be a rare object. Qur final example refutes the conjecture. 
e 4. Let X be a two-dimensional random walk, let A be large enough to 
accomodate the flow described below, but otherwise unrestricted, and let u be the 
balayage of E (OJW Denote by l’ the “path”’ constructed by connecting Mh line 
segments the points (0, 0), (-1, 0), (-1, l), (-3, l), (-3, -2) (2, -2) (2, 3) and 
(1, t) in that order and let C consist of those points not in l’ that are nearest 
s of points in I. Assume that ‘4 is large enough that (LJ C)c aA = $3. 
Observe that C contains the four nearest neighbors of (0,2) but not (0,2) itself. By 
“continuity” of the process, (OWO){Dc < T} = 1 and therefore p (9 ) = 
P’osO’(X(DC) E l ) belo reovcr, ~((0,3W minM(0, l)), p((-1,2)), 
(( 1, 2))) so that t cted by putting mass 4~((0,3)) at (0,2), 
mass 0 at (0,3) and mass p(x)- ~((0,3)) at each of x = (0, l), (- 1,2) and (1,2), 
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and by leaving other masses of p undisturbed will belong to M(V) by the very 
definition of harmonic functions. But the support of k is e = C u {(0,2)} - {(0,3)}, 
which satisfies condition (b) of Proposition 4; consequently & is also maximal. 
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